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WasteLog™

Tools and solutions for 
Drug Diversion Prevention

Instant verification of
returned narcotics
Verifies low concentrations
such as fentanyl 5 mcg/mL
and 10 mcg/mL 
Integrates with Codonics®

Safe Label System® for
automated population of the 
drug name, concentration, 
preparer’s initials and date/time 
of preparation
Non-destructive: sample
available for follow-up testing
Comprehensive overview of
your data with Pharmacolog 
Dashboard™ 

WasteLog™ can verify the identity and concentration of liquid pharmaceuticals in an instant. 
Preventing drug diversion of controlled substances used in the OR requires a quick and reliable 
method of monitoring and controlling your returns. With its flexibility, efficient workflow and 
ease of use, WasteLog™ can become an essential part of your Drug Diversion Program.

HOW IT WORKS



WASTELOG™ – AN ESSENTIAL COMPONENT IN
MODERN DRUG DIVERSION PREVENTION PROGRAMS
 
Drug diversion, the illegal displacement of prescription pharmaceuticals, is a rapidly growing issue.
In particular, the theft of controlled substances from medical waste plays a key role in increasing the
supply of illicit drugs in the streets. As an integrated system, WasteLog™ provides a simple and effective
way to monitor and safeguard discarded narcotics from surgical procedures. 

REDUCES THE DISPLACEMENT RISK OF DISCARDED NARCOTICS 
WasteLog™ is a new system that better manages the workflow that prevails when analyzing the returns of narcotic
drugs within Drug Diversion Prevention Programs. It is based on Pharmacolog’s unique technology, a robust
and proven integrated solution for reducing errors in the drug administration process. 

DISCOVER BROKEN MEDICATION CHAINS 
A key driver of drug diversion is the handling of medical waste, specifically unused narcotic drugs. Controlled
substances that remain unopened after a completed surgical procedure need to be returned to the pharmacy.
Similarly, opened but unused substances must be discarded. A quick test with WasteLog™ will instantly verify a
solution’s identity and concentration, thereby ensuring that it has not been tampered with. Using WasteLog™ in your
return procedure or waste disposal stream will help prevent attempts to divert controlled substances to illicit and
inappropriate use. 

WASTELOG™ KEY FEATURES: 
 Validates controlled drugs not consumed in the OR 
 Simple to use and provides results in < 4 seconds enabling large quantities to be tested quickly
 Verifies low concentrations such as fentanyl 5 mcg/mL and 10 mcg/mL 
 Allows customers to calibrate new drugs themselves without additional costs or delays 
 Non-destructive: sample available for follow-up testing  
 Integrates with Codonics® award-winning Safe Label System® for improved workflow via electronic verification 
 Averts more elusive diversion attempts with data analysis and integrates with third-party analytic tools 
 Vital component of Diversion Prevention Programs 
 Pharmacolog Dashboard™ provides comprehensive overview of performed measurements

WHY WASTELOG™:
 For-purpose technology is tailored to help eliminate drug diversion
 Quick, reliable and easy-to-use with results in < 4 seconds
 No subscriptions makes it affordable to own
 Enables independent calibration of new drugs on site quickly at no additional cost
 Cloud-based and mobile for use between departments or facilities

Third-party analytics tools provide behavioral analysis insights that stop at the dispense. WasteLog™ takes you beyond 
the dispense, enabling your pharmacy personnel to test narcotic waste, providing you with verification of exactly what 
was wasted and who wasted it. This comprehensive approach helps you track and trace unused narcotics in seconds to 
discover illicit handling after the dispense. Get the proof you need with WasteLog™. 



ARE ALL DRUGS RETURNED OR DISPOSED OF CORRECTLY? 
RELIABLE VERIFICATION PROVIDES THE ANSWER IN SECONDS 
 
Thanks to the device’s unique combination of cutting-edge software and reliable, well-established hardware for 
absorption spectroscopy, WasteLog™ is a cost-effective tool for determining a solution’s validity quickly and with 
minimum effort. This ensures that narcotic substances always end up at their intended destination, be it the
pharmacy or waste.  

1. SCAN
    Instantly identifies
    drug, concentration,  
    preparer’s initials and     
    preparation date/time.

2. SAMPLE
    Inject small sample
    (0.3-0.5 mL) from the  
    returned solution into  
    the cuvette.

3. TEST
    Place the cuvette in
    the WasteLog™ unit.

4. CONTROL
    Initiate the test with a  
    few clicks on the
    touchscreen and
    view the result in
    < 4 seconds.



Safe Label System®

prepared & labeled syringe
electronically provides drug, concentration,
preparer’s initials and preparation date/time

data to WasteLog™ via barcode scan

WasteLog™

Waste control station

   
   
 

■ Reporting
■ Expert Guidance
■ Data Review & Analysis

Measurement Data

 Hospital Pharmacy/Satellite Pharmacy

OR / PACU
PREPARATION

ADMINISTRATION

WASTE / ASSAY

Narcotic waste
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What is Pharmacolog Dashboard™ 
A comprehensive overview of your data, Pharmacolog Dashboard™ generates reports 
and statistical analyses of your validated preparations, and provides remote access
to the measurements, enabling senior pharmacists to assist colleagues with
complicated compounding processes in the clean room without being on-site in the 
pharmacy. The Pharmacolog Dashboard™ has three modules, all compatible with 
Pharmacolog’s complete product portfolio: 

 Reporting: Obtain an overview of completed validations, generate reports
 of performed measurements and export selected data for further analysis.*
 Expert guidance: Access measurements for real-time analysis of a spectral graph  
 to provide expert advice from a remote location.**
 Data review & analysis: Perform advanced statistical analyses to determine if   
 current routines require adjustments for optimal process performance.**

 *Each WasteLog™ device requires a Pharmacolog Dashboard™ license which includes the Reporting module, 
  good for the life of the product with maintained service and support 
 **Launch date to be communicated.
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